Q&A Video: October 30, 2018
Link: https://youtu.be/i9Y4rmn_Mjg

Place in
Video

Question Asked

6:37

Why does the Divine come through different channelers (like
Suzanne or Esther Hicks or Edgar Cayce) in different ways?

7:54

What is the reason for Kundalini rising? What is one to do
with that experience afterwards?

11:26

Is Sanaya in agreement with the principles in A Course in
Miracles?

13:06

How does a person get their logical mind and heart in sync?
How does a left-brained person get to trust their heart?

19:50
21:14

What are your thoughts on euthanasia?
How do we determine if messages are real or just our
imagination?

24:25:00 When you pray in your "prayer language" are you praying
with your guides or is your soul communicating with Source?
26:10:00 Is it true that at this time of the year (late October) the veil
between our world and the next is thinner and we can
communicate easier?
30:29:00 We are beings of light on the other side, but is it also a sort of
physical reality of its own? Do we create that reality?
33:15:00 Is there a particular purpose in a soul coming here as a
transgender individual? What is a decision made by the soul
before coming to earth?
34:48:00 Are aspects of our higher consciousness experiencing
reincarnation simultaneously?
37:03:00 When does a soul enter an unborn baby?
40:16:00 What have you learned about suicide from souls who have
taken their own live?
43:36:00 What is the importance of family history if any?

45:16:00 How do we reconcile the dedication to spirit with the reality of
what's going on today where hate and oppression are rising
to such levels?
48:19:00 What does Sanaya say about inter-dimensional beings and
other forms of life in the cosmos?
50:22:00 Can our major spirit guide work with more than one person at
a time?
53:35:00 If we develop technology that allows anyone to communicate
with our loved ones in the afterlife, would that be detrimental
to our spiritual development because it would make it less
difficult to learn our lessons here on Earth?

56:07:00 Is it possible that some souls come to Earth in human form
with a soul contract that no matter how much they meditate
or sit in the power, they will never be able to connect with
spirit?
59:05:00 Sanaya said the story continues after death because there
are more lessons to be learned. I'm confused. What am I
missing here?
1:03:15

I worry about losing the attachment to my child who has
passed and was adopted. Are connections different if not
biological?

1:04:53

Are angels souls with a particularly high vibration? Are souls
chosen to become angels?

1:06:14

Is there a purpose of a "madman" killing Jewish people
praying in a synagogue? How does this act of terror in any
way benefit mankind?

1:10:57

Can Sanaya speak to the environmental concerns many in
the world currently have?

1:13:46

What happens to the personality when someone dies? Can a
medium connect to that personality?

1:15:23

Why do you suppose souls choose violent exits as opposed
to a gentle transition?

1:17:14

Are any humans ever born without souls?

